Hey Boogie Nation,

12/9/21

We are already super excited, and you know what that means!!! It means we really want
you to be as excited as we are - :-))))))) That means we want you and your friends to
think about Boogie as much as we do - lolol
The theme is the same as 2020.....EPIC Movies, (and not so Epic) movies!! Many of you
had your ideas ready to go in 2020. Two years later, can you go back and recall some of
those thoughts and ideas? Can you give a twist to those ideas? On our website, Michael
threw out some ways to TWIST an epic movie....I'll add to one of his idea as an example:
Lawrence of Arabia = Larry of Cowtown
Maybe you'd wear Arabian type head attire and Chaps. (maybe you have chaps from a
previous theme). Table theme: camels and cows ????? hahahaha
OR
Disney Presents
Indiana Jones Meets Tinkerbell
Maybe you'd wear an Indiana Jones vest or jacket with a TuTu, while carrying a
tinkerbell wand! (We know most of you have Tutus from 2012). :-)))
Hope those two examples can get you rolling - let that creative silliness come out :-)))
Next time I'll be adding a little more clarity to those new members of the herd who have
no idea what they've signed up for. :-)))).
The workshop has 50 spaces open for Saturday and 55 open for Friday. Almost
everyone is coming for both days of fun. If your friends plan to come, get them out of
the field and into the barn to sign up!!
Public Herd Announcement: To Mask or Not to Mask
Currently there are no mask mandates in Tehama County. It is a personal choice for
whatever is your level of comfort. In the future, if Tehama County imposes an indoor
mask mandate, we will all wear masks. As they say, go with the flow :-)).
Talk to you again soon!!!!
Happy Holidays
Michele and Michael
-Happy Dancing
Michele
www.MichaelandMichele.com
530 586-0049 for information on classes and events
Let's Line Dance Chico: Chico Women's Club - Tuesday 10:45 - 1 pm
Zoom Line Dance Class: Thursdays - 10:45 - 12:45
BOOGIE TIL THE COWS COME HOME: MARCH 11-12, CORNING, CA

